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Abstract In the last years, SPKI, X.509 attribute certi�cates, or KeyNote

has been proposed as mechanisms to create and specify authorization

certi�cates, access control lists, or security policies in distributed en-

vironments. In this work we propose a new protocol able to negotiate

and use some of these speci�cations. AMBAR is a multi-layered protocol

based on a request/response model. In general, it provides functionality

to transmit resource access requests, the authorization information re-

lated to those requests (credentials, ACLs), and results obtained from a

certi�cate chain discovery method or compliance checker. It adds secu-

rity by acting as a separate security layer inserted between the higher

protocols and TCP (or another di�erent transport protocol).

1 Introduction

Public key cryptography is widely recognized as being a fundamental technology
on which several essential security services can be built. The Internet commu-
nity is agreeing on the use of systems based on the X.509 standard [10] and
the SSL protocol [2] in order to provide basic security services to e-commerce.
In recent years, public key cryptography has been also proposed as a tool for
solving the problems related to authorization and access control. SPKI/SDSI [8]
and KeyNote [4] propose mechanisms for capturing security-relevant informa-
tion and binding authorization data to public keys. Recently, the PKIX Work-
ing Group published a speci�cation [9] de�ning the X.509 Attribute Certi�cates
(AC) pro�le. However, most of the current security protocols do not provide
any mechanism to negotiate, transmit, or process data related to authorization
certi�cates or security policies.

In this paper, we propose a new access control protocol able to negotiate
and to use authorizations based on public key cryptography. AMBAR (Access
Control Based on Authorization Reduction) does not depend on a particular
type of authorization or identity-based certi�cate, and it contains a negotiation
phase designed to adapt the protocol to access control scenarios with di�erent
requirements (anonymity, con�dentiality, credential recovery, etc.). In general,
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it provides functionality to transmit resource access requests, the authorization
information related to those requests (credentials, ACLs), and results obtained
from a certi�cate chain discovery method or compliance checker.

2 Protocol requirements

We consider that the access control protocol must accomplish three main goals.
First, it must be independent of applications or higher protocols, i.e., it must
support any application-speci�c authorization, policy or request. Second, it must
be able to operate with di�erent identity-based infrastructures and authorization
systems. Finally, access requests must be managed eÆciently with the purpose
of obtaining a good response time.

We can �nd in the literature some access control systems using authorizations
[11]. In general, these systems process requests individually, i.e., there is not an
implicit concept of protocol session, and therefore every request is transmitted
together with the related credentials, ACLs, authorization decisions, etc. This
situation is specially problematic when the communication is performed between
the same client and server, since most of the exchanged information has been
previously transmitted, and some calculations have already been computed. We
consider that these protocols should be session-oriented, and they should keep a
local cache of the information exchanged in a particular session in order to avoid
unnecessary calculations and communications.

Next, we state all the requirements for the protocol. We also include some
additional requirements not commented above.

1. The protocol must be able to negotiate which type of identity and autho-
rization certi�cates will be used.

2. It should o�er con�dentiality services to protect the transmitted data.
3. The protocol must allow anonymous access to preserve user identity. Addi-

tionally, an identi�ed access mode must be implemented too.
4. It must support several credentials distribution methods. In some scenarios,

it will be suitable for a client to \push" authorizations to a server, which
improves server performance. In other cases, it will be more suitable for a
server to request or \pull" the credentials from an issuer or repository.

5. The protocol must provide a method for establishing authorized data streams
between clients and servers. Higher level protocols should layer on top this
protocol transparently.

6. The design must be modular in order to easily add further functionality.

3 AMBAR Overview

As we will see in this section, we have chosen to create an entirely new protocol
layer for authorization. The design has been performed regarding some prudent
engineering practices exposed in [1,3].

The AMBAR protocol consists of di�erent components organized, as Figure
1 illustrates, in two layers.



Figure 1. AMBAR Architecture

{ Session Management module (SM). This module transmits the client
and server security preferences, and generates the cryptographic data used
by the TC layer to protect the subsequent communications (if con�dentiality
was negotiated). Clients and servers negotiate the following parameters:

� Symmetric cipher. Parties select the symmetric cipher and its key length.
� Operation mode. AMBAR supports two operation modes: anonymous
client mode and fully identi�ed.

� Identity-based certi�cates. It is possible to select X.509, OpenPGP [5],
or SDSI certi�cates.

� Authorization-based certi�cates.AMBAR supports SPKI certi�cates, PKIX
attribute certi�cates and KeyNote asserts.

� Credentials distribution. Parties can select whether the credentials will
be provided by the client (push), or will be obtained by the server from
either a repository or an issuer (pull).

{ Request Management module (RM). The RM module transmits two
types of messages: messages related to authorization requests and creden-
tials; and messages related to decisions and ACLs. Contents and the se-
quence of these messages are determined by the negotiated operation mode
and the method for distribution of credentials. As we mentioned previously,
a session-oriented protocol lets the ability to perform some optimizations.
Therefore, the RM module could be responsible for optimizing access control
computations.

{ Authorization Results Management module (ARM).The ARMmod-
ule generates noti�cations and transmits the demanded resources. Negative
noti�cations are transmitted by the server when the access is denied. If the
access were granted, there would be two possible response messages: an aÆr-

mative noti�cation if the client requested the execution of remote actions; or
the controlled resource. It also enables (disables) the DSM module when an

authorization request demanding the establishment (conclusion) of a data
stream is granted.

{ Error Management module (EM). Systems use the EM module to signal
an error or caution condition to the other party in their communication. The
EM module transmits a severity level and an error description.

{ Data StreamManagement module (DSM).The described request/response
model is not suitable if we plan to use AMBAR as a transparent layer
providing con�dentiality, authentication and access control services. The



DSM module, initially disabled, controls the transmission of arbitrary data
streams, which are enabled once a request demanding the activation of this
module is granted.

{ Transport Convergence module (TC). The TC module provides a com-
mon format to frame SM, RM, ARM, EM, and DSM messages. This module
takes the messages to be transmitted, authenticates the contents, then ap-
plies the agreed symmetric cipher (always a block-cipher), and encapsulates
the results. The cryptographic data used to protect the information is com-
puted by the SM module during the negotiation phase.

4 Some details of the protocol

In order to show some details of the messages related to the request/response
phase, we will analyze in this section the push distribution method using its
typical message sequence. Negotiation phase has been omitted due to the lack
of space (more information about AMBAR can be found in [6]). Therefore, we
will assume that both client and server have already negotiated cryptographic

preferences and operation modes. The employed notation is described through
the explanation of the messages. We will consider a transaction as the di�er-
ent messages related to a speci�c authorization request, and a session as the
sequence of di�erent transactions.

In a session based on the push method, clients calculate the authorization
proof after receiving the ACL controlling the resource from servers.

1 Request C ) S fTID; TStep; SF lag;Request; [Asserts]
0::N

g
kMAC

kSYMMs

2 ACL S ) C fTID; TStep; ACLg
kMAC

kSYMMc

3 Calculation C ) S fTID; TStep; Calculationg
kMAC

kSYMMs

4 Neg Noti�cation S ) C fTID; TStep; Notificationg
kMAC

kSYMMc

4 A� Noti�cation S ) C fTID; Notificationg
kMAC

kSY MMc

4 Resource S ) C fTID; Resourceg
kMAC

kSYMMc

The Request message, generated by the RM module, represents the autho-
rization request formulated by the client. It contains an identi�er of transaction
TID, a transaction step identi�er TStep, a ag indicating whether this is a re-
quest for a data stream (SF lag), a set of asserts or authorizations related to
the request, and the authorization request. Data are ciphered using KSYMMS

,
and are authenticated with KMAC (derived during the SM phase). All messages
analyzed in this section will be protected in the same way.

The server response, generated by the RM module, is the ACL message. It
contains the ACL protecting the resource, the same TID included in the request,
and an incremented transaction step identi�er TStep.

Once the client receives the ACL, it creates a certi�cate chain from its public
key to the ACL entry related to the resource. That chain may be composed by
authorization and ID certi�cates, and it is the output of the certi�cate chain
discovery method (or trust management engine). The client-side RM module
sends that result to the server in the Calculation message.



The �nal step is the server response to the calculation. If the calculation
were wrong, the server would send a Neg Noti�cation message. That message
includes the error description (Notification), an incremented transaction step
TStep, and the TID identi�er (included in all the ARM messages). On the other
hand, when the server validates the request, it returns the Resource message
(when the requested resource is a �le, document, etc.) or an A� Noti�cation

message (if the request is for a remote action).

5 Conclusions

We have introduced AMBAR as a new protocol able to negotiate and to use
some of the proposed speci�cations for distributed authorization architectures.
It proposes a message format for transmitting authorization information, and
it has been designed session-oriented in order to optimize the way the autho-
rization decisions are made (saving unnecessary calculations and transmissions).
AMBAR does not depend on a particular type of authorization or identity-based
certi�cate, and it can be easily extended to support future proposals. Currently,
AMBAR has been implemented in C++ and it is being tested using authoriza-

tion certi�cates based on SPKI [7].
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